60 S. Sherman St.
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702

Madden 21 League
Season 1
1.
2.
3.
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Entry Fee $10. $7 goes toward prize pool, $3 goes to the fundraiser for Diamond City Sports.
Pay out is, to the nearest dollar, ⅔ to the winner and ⅓ to the runner-up.
Games will be played on All-Pro, Competitive.
Coaching firing on; fire your coach and create yourself as coach.
Pre-season will be simulated to Week 4 followed by 16-game regular season schedule. Some games will be player
VS. player, some will be player VS. CPU, based upon the NFL schedule.
6. Trade limit of two (2) per season with CPU, as many as you want amongst each other.
7. Anthony Mercadante will handle draft classes.
8. 48-hour window to play your scheduled game.
a. Set time to advance will be at 11 P.M. and reiterated in chat
b. Either against the CPU or another person.
c. If time is agreed in group chat and then someone backs out and the game is not played during the 48
hour window, the team that backed out gets a loss.
d. If both teams cannot make it work in the window, it will be a fair sim.
9. If you are kicked offline due to Internet issues, a picture must be taken of the disconnect and sent in the group
chat as proof.
10. Games will be 8 minute quarters with the accelerated clock turned off.
11. 4th Down you are allowed to attempt a 4th down conversion only if:
a. you are in the opponent’s territory and the yards to go are three (3) yards or less OR
b. you are down by 20 or more in the second half OR
c. you are losing in the 4th quarter.
You must punt or attempt a field goal if these criteria are not met.
12. Changing a players position must be in reason such as:
a. RB to FB or WR or vice versa
b. QB to RB or WR or vice versa
c. WR to RB or TE or vice versa
d. O-Line to D-Line or vice versa
e. LB to D-Line or DB or vice versa
You can not make an O-Line or D-Line a WR, RB, or FB.
12. Rules Violations
a. first time warning
b. second time lower best player overall average by five points
c. third time lower three (3) of that team's best players overall average by five points
d. fourth time lower five (5) of that team’s best players overall average by five points
e. fifth time lower ten (10) of that team’s best players overall average by five points
f. after five (5) infractions, violator is removed from the league without refund
Anything not specifically outlined will be handled on a case-by-case basis by the league commissioners, Anthony
Mercadante and Kevin Sickle.

Diamond City Sports, Inc. is a 501(c)3 organization. Any donations given without receiving goods or
services in return are tax deductible.

